ServiceNow Portal FAQ’s
Following the implementation of our new ServiceNow portal, please see the FAQ’s
below based on common questions raised with our helpdesk team.

E-forms - ‘Need Something’ section
For HR e-forms, please click on ‘Human Resources’ under ‘Need Something’. This will
take you to all HR forms dependent on your package bought. If you buy other services
from IT or Finance, please click on their relevant headings for their forms.

Payroll forms:
Please be aware that if you do not buy our IntePay package, you will not be able to see
payroll-related forms such as unpaid leave and sickness absence.

Knowledgebase:
You will find all policies, documents, forms and articles that were on the previous portal
on the current portal under the ‘Knowledgebase’ section.
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Please use the search function with keywords to find the relevant information e.g.
please see below for a maternity search:

You can also search using the left-hand navigation tool to filter out certain categories,
please scroll for further categories but an example of these are:
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This will then bring up a range of articles that you can browse from e.g. these are the
results when clicking safer recruitment:

When you have a knowledge article up, it will look similar to this:

Please note that links may open up as an attachment or to another knowledge article. If
they are an attachment, dependent on how your system operates this may download in
your browser for you to open which will appear somewhere on your screen (usually
located at the bottom). You will have to click to open this attachment, please see an
example below.
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Appointment E-form
From early feedback on our new appointment forms, please see below a couple of tips
to make sure your automated contracts are accurate.

Term time only staff - paid weeks and days per year:
We now ask the schools to enter the paid weeks and days per year into the e-form as
well as the working weeks per year. This is required to support the generation of
automated contracts and the different variations to paid working weeks. As a reminder,
working weeks and days per year are the times when the employee is working and paid
weeks and days per year is that time plus their holiday entitlement. We have restricted
the number of days a school can enter to 4, as 5 additional working days would be
classed as a full working week. If you follow Kent Scheme Terms and Conditions,
please use the term time only matrix to enter the correct information as this has
changed from 1 April 2019.

Leadership pay range:
When setting up a leadership teacher, the statutory overarching pay range for members
of the leadership group will pull through. Please ensure you edit the amount in these
range fields so the correct minimum and maximum salary range for the individual pulls
through onto the contract.

Other pay scale:
If you select ‘other pay scale’ on the appointment e-form we ask for the employee’s
notice period and the notice period type of either months or weeks. You only need to
enter the relevant figure and no additional text otherwise this will pull through onto the
contract. Please see below:
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